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“From drafting
our contracts and
re-usable
templates to
agreement
reviews,
negotiations,
hiring, and other
support, we go
to 2nd.law as
our primary
legal counsel”
- Dr. Marina
Dormacheva, MD
Founder of 3D
Smile
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DR. MARINA DORMACHEVA : 3D SMILE
Physician and startup founder Marina Domracheva,
MD, was 2nd Law’s vert first subscription client. Dr.
Dormacheva has been featured in Forbes multiple
times and has been a staple in international media
regarding her expertise in medicine and her
successful entrepreneurial endeavors. For her
cutting-edge company, 3D Smile to operate in the
United States under the L1-A visa.
3D Smile began as a small lab in Russia that provided
expertise and 3D printing services for orthodontists.
Thanks to 3D printing, precision, and service increase
greatly, so that patient patients can be serviced faster
and with higher accuracy. Dr. Domoracheva came to
2nd Law after working with three different law firms
to get her basic business questions answered.

We are proud to say that 2nd Law has helped
Dr.Domracheva relocate and helped her run and
support 3D Smile’s operations through her FDA
process & approval. She is now closing Series A
after being in the United States for 14 months.
Now, 3D Smile has grown exponentially and now
produces over 10,000 aligners per month for its
clients. It has also expanded to provide digital
services to aligner manufacturers around the
world. Marina’s goal is to modernize the
orthodontic industry from her passion for
mathematics and drive the use of advanced
technology to improve clinical effectiveness in
dental care.
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"I highly recommend this subscription model. Its cost-effective, predictable
but on top of it all, it gives me the security and peace of mind to have
specific expert attorneys assigned from a single firm."

- Dr. Marina Dormacheva
Founder of 3D Smile
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